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Fearless: Class of 2014

Abstract
We recognize all of the Gettysburg College graduates who will use what they learned and experienced over the past four years to fearlessly promote change, seek justice, and challenge inequality after leaving Gettysburg College. The following list contains the names of all of the members of the class of 2014 who have been recognized by other members of the campus community as leaders for change, and we are proud to claim these fearless and inspirational students as our own. We know, however, that we do not have everyone who deserves to be recognized listed below, so feel free to continue nominating your friends, peers, co-workers, students — any member of the class of 2014 that you believe will go on to create positive change post-graduation. Nominations can be received either through comments at the bottom of this post or through this link.
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Comments
Surge is a student blog at Gettysburg College where systemic issues of justice matter. Posts are originally published at surgegettysburg.wordpress.com Through stories and reflection, these blog entries relate personal experiences to larger issues of equity, demonstrating that –isms are structural problems, not actions defined by individual prejudice. We intend to popularize justice, helping each other to recognize our biases and unlearn the untruths.
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We recognize all of the Gettysburg College graduates who will use what they learned and experienced over the past four years to fearlessly promote change, seek justice, and challenge inequality after leaving Gettysburg College.

The following list contains the names of all of the members of the class of 2014 who have been recognized by other members of the campus community as leaders for change, and we are proud to claim these fearless and inspirational students as our own. We know, however, that we do not have everyone who deserves to be recognized listed below, so feel free to continue nominating your friends, peers, co-workers, students — any member of the class of 2014 that you believe will go on to create positive change post-graduation.

Nominations can be received either through comments at the bottom of this post or through this link.

Congratulations to the Gettysburg College Class of 2014, and especially to all those who are named as fearless today.

Those who will help us imagine a better world through the arts:

Adrienne Ellis
Alice Broadway
Anna Gomez Domenech
Anna Lipowitz
Anne Patterson
Carol Jean Foster
Caroline Volz
Casey Kramer
Chris Conrad
Emily Zeller
Japh-O’mar Hickson
Jason Traviglini
Jeff Binner
Jo Evans
Johnny Weizenecker
Justin Rosa
Kate Forton
Kathryn Bucolo
Katie Durr
Lisa DelPadre
Liz Andresen
Mauricio Novoa
Molly Reynolds
Nate Atwater
Weston Jackson

Those preparing to work for a more just world:
Adrienne Ellis
Alex Milano
Alexa Riddle
Allan Kawala
Ally Taylor
Annamarie Houlis
Anne Patterson
Becca Johnson
Chelsea Broe
Corinne Fucci
Elena Perez-Zetune
Elizabeth Marshall
Emily Hauck
Jared Leon
Jess Powell
Joe Kirkenir
Kaeley McEvoy
Kaeley McEvoy
Marcela Pallete
Mary Maloney
Maura Magistrali
Megan Gallagan
Melanie Meisenheimer
Michaela Sweeney
Moriah Adams
Rachel Barber
Rex Yin
Sean Staerk
Shelsy Garibaldi
Taylor Amato
Tony McComiskey
Vasiljon Cobo
Yaou Liu
Those who will prepare the next generation of students to be active leaders and participants in a changing world:
Adrienne Ellis
Albert Then
Ali Roth
Alice Broadway
Alyssa MacNeil
Casey Kramer
Chelsea Broe
Christian Conrad
Cymone Card
Dan Grabfelder
Dave Gilmore
Devon Moore
Doug Weir
Elizabeth Marshall
Elizabeth Thomasian
Greyson Norcross
Jennifer Yealy
Jo Evans
Kate Needham
Kathryn Bucolo
Katie Miller
Kelly Hagerty
Kristen Emerson
Lauren Nowicki
Matt Maynard
Mauricio Novoa
Meg McCabe
Megan Bailey
Molly Walsh
Raksmeymoney Yin
Wesley Galbraith
Yaou Liu

Those unafraid to confront sexism on a daily basis:
Allan Kawala
Ally Taylor
Anne Patterson
Chelsea Broe
Cody Diamore
Devora Ashkenazy
Elena Perez-Zetune
Elizabeth Marshall
Ellen Henry
Emily Hauck
Emily Zeller
Jenna O’Connell
Jessie Pierce
Josh Griffiths
Kaliegh Sosa
Kasey Varner
Katherine McCrea
Lulu Morin
Maura Magistrali
Olivia Powell
Robin Miller
Sean Staerk

Those who help us keep our sanity through their use of humor:
Aaron Donnachie
Adrienne Ellis
Alicia Palmisano
Ally Taylor
Ana Gomez-Domenech
Brandon Tower
Claire Zajaczkowski
Dave Gilmore
David Wemer
Doug Weir
Elizabeth Pence
Emma McCann
Greyson Norcross
Jeff Binner
Joshua Deleon
Kat Hepinstall
Lisa Del Padre
Marcela Pallete
Megan Bailey
Michael Curland
Nathan Hill
Terence Rhea
Yulaikis Garcia

Those prepared and preparing to heal broken bodies and broken health systems:
Alex Bull
Andrew Zink
Anne Patterson
Cait Kratz
Christopher Dellana
Those who will lead us in taking better care of the earth:
Adrienne Ellis
Alyson Hampsch
Ana Maisel
Asnika Bajracharya
Daly Simpson
Danny Williams
Helena Yang
Jen Caplan
Jenna O’Connell
Jess Jozwik
Jessie Pierce
Katherine Mccrea
Katie Hammer
Kendall Radovich
Lukwesa Morin
Megan Bailey
Michaela Sweeney
Natasha Eulberg
Rebecca Croog
Steve Jenet

Those who will transform their communities by thinking critically and acting compassionately:
Aden Twer
Adriana DiCenzo
Alan Heise
Aleks Petkova
Alex Lineberger
Allan Kawala
Alyssa MacNeil
Anna Baldasarre
Caitlin Hay
Casey Kramer
Those who ask tough questions, and by doing so make all of us better thinkers:

Adrienne Ellis
Allan Kawala
Ally Taylor
Athena Mandros
Brandon Tower
Chelsea Broe
Christopher Dellana
Helena Yang
Jill Duranko
Josh Deleon
Josh Griffiths
Kathryn Bucolo
Katie Quirin
Lincoln Fitch
Mary Maloney
Mauricio Novoa
Melanie Meisenheimer
Mike McGrane
Raksmeymony Yin
Scott Johnson
Tana Giraldo
Taylor Amato
Tony McComiskey
Those who refuse to accept the status quo:
Alex Shukis
Allan Kawala
Ally Taylor
Ana Maisel
Chelsea Broe
Greyson Norcross
Helena Yang
Jenna O’Connell
Jessie Pierce
Jo Evans
John Lasko
Josh DeLeon
Katie Quirin
Mauricio Novoa
Nate Hill
Raksmeymony Yin
Shelsy Garibaldi
Yaou Liu

Those who will make change on the international scale:
Aleks Petkova
Allan Kawala
AnnaMarie Houlis
Anne Patterson
Austin Davis
Becca Szyszka
Chris Delanna
David Wemer
Elena Perez-Zetune
Emily Hauck
Jessica Jozwik
Jessie Pierce
Kathryn Bucolo
Liz Marshall
Lorela Ciraku
Mary Maloney
Maura Magistralli
Molly Walsh
Perri Finnican
Raksmeymony Yin
Rebecca Croog
Sarah Hayes
Tana Giraldo
Yaou Liu

**Those dedicated to understanding different perspectives and sharing those perspectives with others:**
Bara Kim
Casey Kramer
Darcie Connors
Elena Perez-Zetune
Elizabeth Marshall
Emma McCann
Helena Yang
Jenna O’Connell
Karolina Hicke
Kathryn Bucolo
Lincoln Fitch
Mary Maloney
Maura Magistrali
Mauricio Novoa
Melanie Meisenheimer
Natasha Eulberg
Raksmeymony Yin
Sean Staerk
Yaou Liu

**Those who will not rest until everyone has a life free from discrimination based on race, gender, and sexual orientation:**
Adrienne Ellis
Allan Kawala
Ally Taylor
Chelsea Broe
Dylan Anderson
Elizabeth Marshall
Ellen Henry
Emily Hauck
Jenna O’Connell
Josh Griffiths
Mary Maloney
Melanie Meisenheimer
Michaela Sweeney
Sean Staerk
Tim Claus
Those who will use their leadership skills to effect change no matter where they are:

Aaron Donnachie
Adrienne Ellis
Allan Kawala
Becca Johnson
Casey Kramer
Corinne Fucci
Elizabeth Marshall
Emily Zeller
Greyson Norcross
Jesse “Jake” Zweibon
Jo Evans
Josh Griffiths
Kaeley McEvoy
Kelly Hagerty
Lincoln Fitch
Matt Maynard
Megan Bailey
Melanie Meisenheimer
Molly Walsh
Perri Finnican
Raksmeymony Yin
Rebebecca Croog
Shelsy Garibaldi
Taylor Amato
Tina Some
Yaou Liu
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